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City Tour Itinerary for IT&CM China & CTW China Delegates

20th March Afternoon
14:00
14:10
14:10
14:40-15:25

15:25-15:30
15:30-15:40

15:40-16:00

16:00-16:30

16:30-17:00

17:00-17:30

Bus 1 departs from Sheraton Hongqiao
Free flow of soft drinks will be served on board.
Bus 1 pick-up from JW Marriott Shanghai Changfeng Park
Bus 2 departs from Marriott Parkview
Visit 118F Observation Desk of Shanghai Tower
At 632m height, the brand new Shanghai Tower is – at least for the
moment – the world’s second-tallest high-rise building. Guests will
learn about the challenges and exciting details of supertall
building design and construction and get introduced to the
outstanding structural and green building features of Shanghai’s
new iconic landmark.
Transfer from Shanghai Tower to Pier
Local Ferry boat to Puxi side
Before the 1970s, the ferry service was the only way to cross the
Huangpu River. In the 1980s, the Shanghai Ferry became one of the
busiest ferry services in the world. Guests can sit in the middle of
local people and enjoy the view of both Pudong and bund area.
Transfer to Xintiandi Area
As a re-creation born out of the sprawls of Shikumen housing,
which is the architectural symbol of Shanghai in the 20th century,
Shanghai Xintiandi is an urban attraction imbued with the city's
historical and cultural legacies. It is the place that you could enjoy
high-end dinning and experience “yesterday meets tomorrow” in
Shanghai.
Visit Wulixiang Open House
Shikumen, or “stone gate” houses, were the traditional forms of
middle-class residential architecture in 1920s and 30s Shanghai.
Arranged in tightly packed, south-facing terraces, each house had
five rooms upstairs and five downstairs. The museum is filled with
original photos, beds, cutlery and toys, all with explanations in
Chinese and English.
Walking Tour in Former French Concession
The historic French Concession is roughly a 10 sq km area in the
downtown of Shanghai. From the mid-1800 to 1930's, this treelined area was preferred by the nouveaux riches of all
nationalities. Till now as the most romantic area for their
homes. Our walking tour will starts at Fuxing Park, stroll through
old neighbourhood and ends with Taikang road, a great place for
giving visitor a taste of the “new” China as well as a good look at a
most impressive selection of art and lifestyle products.
Transfer to Hotel for Cocktail
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City Tour Itinerary for IT&CM China & CTW China Delegates

21st March Morning
7:30
8:00
8:10
9:00-11:00

11:00-11:30

Depart from Marriott Parkview
Free flow of soft drinks will be served on board.
Pick up from JW Marriott Shanghai Changfeng Park
Pick up from Sheraton Hongqiao
Visit Zhujiajiao Water Village
Shanghai was a fishing village hundreds of years ago. Most of the
people made their living on fishing and farming. People did their
housing, clothing on their own. The day will start with an
excursion to the water town 45 minutes away from downtown of
Shanghai, with a history of thousand years. The living style in the
water town still remains the traditional way.
Boat ride: Small gondolas can be seen everywhere in the town,
and are a nice way to get a view of the town from the
water. We will take the ride (6 pax per boat) sailing on the
canal connecting the village and local town.
Setting-fish-free: Fangsheng Bridge (Setting-fish-free Bridge)
is the longest, largest and tallest stone bridge, with five
openings both in Shanghai region. This bridge was built in
1571. On the bridge stands a stone tablet named Dragon Gate
Stone, which is engraved with 8 coiling dragons encircling a
shining pearl. On top of the bridge are 4 lifelike stone lions.
After boat-ride, guests will have opportunity to set cute fish
free to water.
-

Rice dumpling wrapping demonstration: Over there, the guests
can make their own rice dumpling (Zongzi) wrapping session in
the traditional Old Street.

-

Free time at North Street: The one-kilometer long North
Street is the best preserved ancient street in the town.
Nowadays, it is the commercial and shopping street full of
local handcrafts, souvenirs and local snacks. Strolling on this
ancient thoroughfare and appreciating the historic buildings,
long-established stores, and old bridges as well as the many
narrow lanes is a great enjoyment.

Transfer to Hotel for Brunch
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